Spanish Choice Board (Grades K-4)
*All K-4 students are required to complete at least 1 Spanish activity each week*

Spanish and the senses:

Spanish Word Art: Choose

Cubism art project: Draw a

In your daily life, where do you see
Spanish? Where and how can you listen
to and hear Spanish? Have you eaten or
tasted any Spanish foods during remote
learning? Write (or draw) about how
you have encountered Spanish at home
during remote learning.

your favorite Spanish word. Write it
big, as neatly as you can. You can make
bubble and box letters too. Then, draw
a picture to show what the word
means. You can draw inside of the
letters too. If you want to hear what the
word sounds like, and practice saying
it, type it into Google Translate and
practice!

familiar object or picture, and then
divide it by either cutting it up, or
drawing shapes and lines. Then color,
or paint each section or shape with
different colors to fill in the picture!

Spanish Word Snake:

Summer Fun!

How many? Pick a number in

Word Snake is a fun activity to play
with a family member. The first player
writes down a Spanish word. The next
player must think of a Spanish word
that begins with the last letter of the
first word. Continue with this until you
form a snake of words across the page.

Draw a picture of something you like to
do in the summer. Label it with as
many Spanish words and phrases as
you can! Colors, numbers, weather,
family members, be creative!

Spanish from 1-10. Write it (in Spanish)
big on a piece of paper. (You can make
bubble and box letters too.) Then, draw
and color that number of objects on the
paper. You can draw all the same
things, or different things. Include this
title, How many? on your paper.

My favorite color:

Remote learning experience:

Spanish and me:

Draw a picture to represent your remote
Pick your favorite color and write it (in
learning
experience. (You can also write for
Spanish) big on a piece of paper. (You can
this activity.) You can draw a picture of
make bubble and box letters too.) Then,
you and how you felt during remote
draw and color at least 5 objects that are
learning,
you can draw your favorite thing
usually that color. Include this title, My
about remote learning, something you
favorite color, on your paper.
missed
during remote learning; be creative!
Example: rojo (red) strawberries, fire truck

When you think of Spanish or Spanish
class, what do you think of? How is
Spanish helpful to us? Do you like or
not like Spanish? Draw or write for this
activity. Include this title, Spanish and
me, on your paper.

